
HAMMERED CHAFING 
DISH 4 & 8 QT 
  
   

SETUP INSTRUCTIONS 

Place the unit on a flat surface where you intend to use it. 
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STEP 1 

STEP 3 

Remove and dispose of the lids for the fuel gel cans (sterno) and place the cans 

inside the Fuel Gel Can Holders.  Replace the can holder lids and slide the top 

cover open using the handle.  NOTE: The 4 Qt Chafing Dish uses (1) fuel gel can, 

the 8 Qt chafing dish uses (2) gel fuel cans. 

SKU 27557 

INCLUDES 

4 Qt Chafing Stand 

4 Qt Chafing Lid 

4 Qt Chafing Water Pan 

2” Deep Food Pan 

(2) Fuel Gel Can Holders 

Transport Box 

 

SKU 27556 

INCLUDES 

8 Qt Chafing Stand 

8 Qt Chafing Lid 

8 Qt Chafing Water Pan 

2” Deep Food Pan 

(2) Fuel Gel Can Holders 

Transport Box 

 

OPTIONS 

Required: 2 hr Fuel Gel Cans (sterno) 

Use warm or hot water to fill the water pan with approximately 1”-2” of water and 

replace the lid. 

Carefully close the cover on the Fuel Gel Can Holder lids using the handle to 

extinguish the flame and allow to cool completely.      

BREAKDOWN INSTRUCTIONS 

Remove the water pan, dispose of the water, and return the water pan to the 

chafer.  Place all items in provided transport box. 

STEP 4 

Once the water is preheated, carefully place your chafing food pan into the 

chafing dish and replace the lid until ready to serve. 

Place the holders with your fuel gel cans under the chafing dish on the metal 

stand.  Using a long butane lighter, light the fuel gel cans. 

STEP 5 

STEP 2 

NOTES 

Only use gel fuel cans, never wick style 

fuel.  Never use lighter fluid, gasoline, or 

kerosene. 

 

Do not put the chafer unit on a hot stove 

or open flame. 

 

Only light fuel gel cans when water is in 

the water pan. 

 

It is recommended to use a long butane 

lighter when lighting the gel to avoid 

direct contact.  Always use CAUTION. 
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STEP 2 
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Dispose of the used fuel gel cans. 

STEP 3 

Remove all food or debris from the food pans.      

STEP 4 
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